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Information:

Name: Blackbelt 2018

Theme: Karate

Production year: 2018

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

3 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

1 eject hole

2 ramps

1-bank spot target (1)

3-bank drop targets (1)

8-bank drop targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Blackbelt 2018 Table
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 14 May, 2018
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It's a very good idea for a difficult minimalist tactic game. But now realization is poor. All in game is very slow. E. g. move and
attack must be on just left click without any menu.. This is my first attempt to play vr games and it turns out that my first choice
was good. The game's picture is great. The game is divided into single and multiplayer game modes. In the multiplayer mode,
Battle Royale added neutral zombies, which made the game content more interesting and rich, and would not be boring. The
weapon's shot feels great! It's like really shooting. Unfortunately, there are fewer types of guns, but I believe that the team will
add more types of guns in the future. People who like the Battle Royale game should not miss the game.. Pretty crap hero. Like
most Lore of Magic, they have too many redundant and useless spells.. this game was beautiful, few things to fix; ummm intro
music not loud enough please raise i had my headphones at 96% could barely hear. Slenderman OP please nerf.. very good and
relaxing game, achievements work, small price, easy game for all ages, so all in one 10\/10. terrible game. Awesome!
Multiplayer! Fun! Fight! Flight! Ride! and alots of things.. I am currently in game. played 250 hours in 4 week. lol. This is one
of those game that places itself in the middle of "buy" and "don't buy". I guess its more of a part game\/part interactive
experience kind of thing. Don't expect it to feature some hardcore puzzles.

Pro: the story is simple
Pro: virtual world is really stunning

Con: Its short. took me an hour to finish
Con: the puzzles are too simple
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how do i redeem this :((, bought it but how do i receive :((. It's a fun little game, interesting premise.
Obviously you don't really get to work and proper equipment it is still fun to get those bobble heads to rock out.
Only 2 locations, also limited sets of vinyls (I think 4) but the option to use your own music (ogg and wave only, though).

Nice enough, I think I played it only twice tho.
. Simmiland is an amazing and addicting game that I saw on a "Indie games" youtube video and it seemed interesting, so for the
price it was I just got it.

The game -while a bit repetitive- it forces you to remember and understand its mechanics just learning from past gameplays,
and at the beginning those can be 10min runs, but with all the cards (250) it could take up to an hour per run (depending what
you're focusing on) so you need to start being smart on placement, order of discoveries and so on.

The only CON I can think of is that the AI sometimes is just "stupid", like when you have a lot of things dropped and they dont
store it prioritizing other stuff, or when they just finished gathering a node and don't send the items to the warehouses right
away. But again, that is because the player needs to understand what is happening and this "priority".

After a lot of runs, I finally got the second ending, making this one of the few games I've gotten 100% achievement ranking.
Contrats to Sokpop for this, looking forward to play other games from you big list.

As another +1 note, my girlfriend is also addicted to it, and that's no easy feat!. Game stops responding every couple of songs..
This game DOES have a unique art style. It's a wolfenstein-esque style engine with less colors. However, some more attention
could've been given to the way certain sprites billboard and how they scale in the distance to prevent it from becoming an
unreadable mess. Unfortunetly, the controls are even worse, and not suited to the fast paced gameplay it demands. There's a
difference between old school, and poorly designed. Wolfenstein controls much better. The music is good, however if you want
to lower it's volumn, you do that by lowering the 'graphics' slider and not the 'music' slider. Just another example of some of the
poor quality on display here. The music and interesting style don't make up for this game's faults.
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